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By Colin Rath

Terrapin Industries of NY LLC, United States, 2015. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 218 x 152 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Deep in a hellish real estate fiasco
nightmare and plagued with obstacle upon obstacle, Colin and Pam Rath persevered and managed
to crawl to safety. It started with obtaining the right from the city to renovate a single-room
occupancy rent-controlled transient hotel brownstone building and only got worse. From financial
problems of a construction project gone haywire to the tune of $13.5 million, to contractor woes,
accidents on the construction site, the disaster of a fraudulently installed foundation, falsified
reports, a corrupt and antiquated Department of Buildings, political interference, and numerous
lawsuits, their real estate project and personal residence was foreclosed, leaving them $13 million
in debt. Nevertheless, they continued to hang on to their dreams of Manhattan real estate
development and of a global sailing adventure with their children. In a surprising legal
development in 2014, their foreclosure was dropped and their multi-million-dollar condo became
theirs again, free and clear. The Rath s story of tragedy and triumph will inspire anyone with a
dream and prove that the flames of failure don t...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. I have go through and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again again in the future. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of looking at a written book.
-- Miss Vernie Schimmel-- Miss Vernie Schimmel

The book is easy in study easier to comprehend. I have study and that i am certain that i will gonna read once again once again in the foreseeable future.
Your lifestyle span will likely be transform the instant you comprehensive reading this pdf.
-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski
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